sfty Sense Manual

About sfty Sense
sfty Sense is a complete home safety unit. It is a smoke detector, which is
always on - and a motion detector, that you can turn on and off. In addition,
sfty Sense measures temperature and humidity. That’s a lot of things for a
small battery-powered device to do - and it doesn’t end there. sfty Sense uses
your WiFi connection to reach you and others over the internet through the
sfty app.
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What’s in the box?

●
●

sfty Sense
Bracket

●
●

Remote control
Velcro sticker

4 x Energizer
AA Lithium batteries
(non-rechargeable)

2 Alarm stickers

●
●

4 Screws
Tools key

●
●

Quick Guide
Manual
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Before you start
Make sure to download the sfty app from the Apple App Store or Google Play and create an account.
We realize not everyone enjoys reading manuals or guides, but if you are going
to leave us to start the app and the installation wizard already - you might
want to quickly check the “Ensure your success!” list first.

Ensure your success!
●

●
●

●
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Are you connecting the device to a 2.4 Ghz WiFi network? (5 Ghz is not
supported, but luckily most 5G networks have 5G in their name so you
can avoid them)
Did you type in the correct password for your home WiFi network?
Did you wait to insert the batteries until the wizard told you to? (If you
do it too early, you might have to remove a battery and insert it again
to reboot the device)
Make sure all batteries are firmly in place and facing the correct
direction (A blue light should start flashing when they are in place)

Start the installation wizard
Visit my.sfty.com/download to download
our app and register your account

From the main page of the app, tap
the menu icon (top right corner)

http://my.sfty.com/download

Tap Add new product

Choose to install the sfty Sense and
follow the on screen wizard

MESSAGES
ADD NEW PRODUCT
SETTINGS
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Placing and mounting
Place the bracket on the ceiling using the glue pads, then mount it with the
screws. You will not be able to place the Sense in the bracket without
batteries. Remember to place the batteries in the right direction, look for the
+/- in the battery compartment. Place the battery with the + end first and
then press firmly down.

●

Do NOT place the Sense nearby air conditioners or ducts that could
prevent smoke from reaching the detector

●

Do NOT place the Sense near ovens or other sources that provide
cooking fumes or steam. This can cause false alarms.

●

Do NOT try to insert the Sense in the bracket without batteries

Find a good spot
For the device to work optimally, consider these things when finding a good
spot:
●
●
●
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Is the spot at least 1m from any wall or ceiling?
Is the spot good for detecting motion?
Does this spot have good WiFi coverage?

PITCHED CEILING

FLAT CEILING

1m or more from all walls

1m or more from the pitched ceilings top and
from where it meets your wall
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Home details and settings
Clicking the name of your home in the app main screen takes you to home
details

See all your devices and their status

All devices in your home are listed with their current status and a
graph for temperature and air humidity.

Add other people to your home

People that live with you, and need to have access to your sfty Home,
or friends and family that should receive alarms.

Home settings

All settings and actions related to your home, such as:
●
●
●
●
●
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Changing your remote control PIN code
Changing motion sensitivity
Setting alert thresholds for temperature and air humidity
Changing the name of your home
Adding or removing devices
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Motion alarm
Sfty Sense can be used as a simple motion alarm - turned on or off with the
sfty app. There are a couple of things you should know before you use this
feature:

You can turn it ON through the app from anywhere, but it’s not instant
The first time you use the motion alarm, it will actually take up to 1 hour before
you can consider your devices armed and ready to alert you of motion. The
app will in fact tell you how many minutes until the motion alarm is ready,
when you turn it ON.
However, If you keep using the alarm regularly, this activation time drops to a
maximum of 15 minutes.

Turning the motion alarm OFF - is instant
If you enter your home and trigger the motion alarm - you will hear gentle
beeps from your sfty Sense to remind you that it is now in a 60 second
countdown to start a motion alarm. If you now open the sfty app and turn the
alarm off, the beeps will stop and the alarm will be deactivated within 5
seconds.
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Motion alarm ON
ON from anywhere, using the app

Up to
1 hour *
*The first time you turn on the alarm
by the app, it will take up to 1 hour
before it’s ON. However, this
activation time drops to max 15
minutes if you use the alarm
frequently.

ON instantly, using the remote
ON
Press and hold ON
for 2 seconds
PIN CODE
Firmly enter your
4 digit PIN code
ON AGAIN
Firmly press ON
The test/mute button flashes blue each time the
device registers a command from the remote

1 min *
*When using the remote, the alarm
will always be ON after 1 minute.
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Motion alarm OFF
OFF from anywhere, using the app

60 sec countdown
Turns OFF in a
few seconds
even if it has
already been
triggered

OFF by remote
OFF
Press and hold
OFF for 2 seconds
PIN CODE
Firmly enter your
4 digit PIN code
OFF AGAIN
Firmly press OFF
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If you enter your
home while your
motion alarm is ON,
your devices will emit
gentle beeps for 60
seconds while
counting down to a
full alarm.
During this time you
can turn OFF the
alarm using either
the app or the
remote control

During a smoke alarm
Local siren, app alarm and SMS warnings

If any sfty Sense device detects high levels of smoke, all your devices will
start their siren. In addition, any user you have added to your home with the
“receive fire alarms” setting will receive a full alarm by the app and/or an
SMS.

Remove the smoke, not your batteries

If there is no real danger, air out or wave away whatever is causing your
smoke detector to go off. Pulling your device directly down from the bracket
(it’s kept up by magnets) and blowing hard into the slits on the side is also
effective. The moment your device reads lower smoke values - it will silence
itself, silence your other devices and tell everyone who received the alarm
that everything is now ok.
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Test / Mute button actions

Press test / mute firmly to mute an ongoing alarm

Let’s say you have something burning on the stove, but there is no real danger. If
the smoke detector starts its siren - just press the test/mute button firmly to
make the alarm stop. This will also desensitize the device for 10 minutes.
You can also desensitize the device before doing something you know might
cause smoke or fumes, to reduce the risk of setting off the alarm entirely.

Hold the test / mute button in for 1-2 seconds to perform a test

Doing this will make the device (and any other sfty Sense device in your home)
perform a short alarm sound test. Users added to your home with the
appropriate role settings will also receive a test alarm through the sfty app.
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Test / Mute button light signals
Device started / rebooted
When the 4th battery is inserted (either the first time you insert them or after
removing one and reinserting it), the test/mute button will flash blue and red once to
indicate that the device is booting up. This also occurs after the device has performed
a software upgrade.
Installing or trying WiFi after booting
After the device has powered up (first use or reboot) - it will check if it has a working
WiFi configuration. If it does not, it will go into installation/reconfiguration mode for
up to 3 minutes. During this WiFi check (and the possibly following installation mode)
it will be flashing blue. If you already installed your device, but the blue flashing
continues for more than 15 seconds - you need to check your WiFi settings.
Firmware upgrade
Rapid blue flashes means the device is currently updating itself with new firmware.
Configuration received
A steady blue light mean that the device has received a configuration file from our
server and everything should be ok. This happens at the end of a successful
installation and at some point after a reboot of the device.

Smoke warning state
Red flashes means we are currently detecting higher than normal levels of smoke and
are approaching smoke alarm mode.
Smoke alarm
Criteria for smoke alarm has been reached and device is now in full alarm.
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Motion sensor light signals

Motion sensor / light

Alive

After you have installed the device, the light in the motion sensor will
gently blink green every 30 seconds to show you that your sfty Sense
is alive. To avoid being an annoying distraction in a dark room, we
have set this light to of low strength and it can be hard to spot in a
well lit room.

Low battery warning

The app is the best place to see your device status and will notify you
if the batteries are running low. In addition; this light will blink yellow
and the device will emit a short beep every three hours if the battery
level falls so low that the device goes into power saving mode. In this
mode, motion detection is disabled and the device will no longer
report through WiFi, but smoke detection, local radio and the siren will
still work.
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General maintenance
Cleaning your Sense

Your sfty Sense doesn’t need much maintenance, but avoid getting a buildup
of dust or other particles into the smoke chamber of the device.
●

Pull it down from the magnetic bracket

●

Blow hard into the slits to clear the chamber. You can also gently
vacuum it

Note: Never use detergents or solvents (like glass cleaner) on your sfty
Sense. Do not spray air fresheners, hair spray or other aerosols near it. Do
not get water inside the alarm or paint over it.

Testing your device

Test your sfty Sense once a month by pressing and holding in the Test
button. You should hear a very loud beep and then a test alarm for as long
as you hold it in. When you release it, any other device in your home should
end their test alarm within a few seconds.
It is also recommended that you test the device at least once per year by
lighting a smoke pen under it, allowing smoke to seep in through the slits in
the device. Please allow at least 30 seconds of smoke seeping in, as the
device has several mechanisms in place to avoid false alarms. When the
smoke alarm is triggered, you can use the test / mute button to mute it while
you clear the smoke. See page 14 for more information on this.
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Changing the batteries
Change batteries every December 1st

This is the month when most fires occur! If your sfty Sense starts to beep
once every three hour, or if you receive messages about critically low
battery in your sfty app, the batteries need to be replaced immediately.

Only use Energizer, non-rechargeable, Lithium AA batteries

Regular Alkaline AA batteries will not work well with this product. This
product is specifically tested and tuned to work with 4 Lithium Energizer AA
Batteries (L91-FR6). These are non-rechargeable batteries and you should
never try to charge them.

Put your thumb on one of the red battery
levers - and the push it down and towards
the center of the device. This will elevate a
battery and help you remove it from its slot.
The shape of the slot and the +/- symbols in
the slot will help you understand the right
direction way to insert a new battery.
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Statement of Compliance with
EU Directives
Hereby, sfty AS declares that this
product is in compliance with the
essential requirements and other
relevant provisions of Directives,
1134/NS-EN
14604:2005,
as
applicable.

This technical documentation as
required by conformity Assessment
procedure is kept at the following
address:

Company: sfty AS
Address: Lilleakerveien 8
0208 Oslo
Norway
Telephone number: (+47) 40007389
Homepage: www.sfty.com
DoP: Sense-2015-001-EN

1134
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Contact us
If you need more information or support, you can contact us through our web
page www.sfty.com/support or send us an email at support@sfty.com
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www.sfty.com
support@sfty.com
2018-01-15

